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SCOPE OP THE ЕБССШЕЮАТЮНЗ 
(ST/SG/AC.lo/l/Rev.l - Chapter l)

Amendments adopted by the Committee

Paragraph 1.12
-■'Д

Read the definition of Division 1,5 as follows;

"Division 1.5 Very insensitive substances which have a mass explosion 
hazard
This Division comprises explosive substances wliich are so 
insensitive that there is very little probability of 
initiation or of transition from burning to detonation 
under normal conditions of transport. As a minimum 
requirement they must not explode in the external fire 
test (see 4,63),

ROTE. The probability of transition from burning to detonation is greater 
when large quantities are carried in a ship."

Paragraph 1.23
Read the definition of Division 6,2 as follows:

"Division 0.2 Infectious substances

Substances which are infectious or are reasonably suspected 
to be infectious for man or animals,"

Paragraph 1.27
Insert in this paragraph;

"This class comprises;

Division 9«1 Miscellaneous substances not falling within the other 
Classes or the other Division of this Class.

Division 9.2 Lachrymatory substances not falling within any other Class."

Paragraph 1.42
Amend the two first lines of the fourth column of table of precedence as 

follows ;

3 1 RO CHARGE RO CHARGE 6.1 3 3 5 3 RO CHARGE

3 II 6.1 3 3 5 5



SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO II©WIDUAL SUBSTANCES AND ARTICLES 
(ST/SG/AC.lo/l/Rev.l - Chapter 3)

Amendments adopted by the Comraittee

(l) Addition

105 Nitrocellulose with not less than 25 per cent alcohol by v?eight, or not less 
than 18 per cont plasticizing substance by weight, and not exceeding
12.6 per cent nitrogen by dry væight, packed in receptacles so constructed 
tho,t explosion by reason of increased internal pressure is not possible may be
appropriately classified in division 4«1 (Serial number 2556 or 2557)*

106 Classified as hazardous for air trcnsport only.

107 If fhe sender declares that the consignment lias no solf-heating properties, it
may be carried as a non-dangerous article.

109 Arra.ngements for the carriage of this substance must conform to the 
provisions of Chapter 1, paragraph 1.39*

110 Packing to be determined by the competent snthorities.

112 Packing Group according to the corrosivity criteria.

115 The carriage of'chemically unstable mixtures should be prohibited.

114 This substance may be cr,rried in qu£,ntities not exceeding 500 grammes.

115 The carriage of this substance

mechanically produced having a particle size less than 3 microns; and 
chemically produced having a particle size less than 10 microns

should be prohibited in the dry state.

This substance

mechanically produced having s, particle size above 55 microns; and 
chemically produced having a particle size above 840 microns

is c-onsidered as not dangerous.

117 Classified as dangerous only in the case of carriage by sea.

113 The detonating fuze must incorporate protective featui'es such that it is very 
unlilcely to cause detone.tion of a. contrivance in the conditions encountered 
in transport (paragraph 4«68 "Initiation, means of ... (2)").

119 Exempt if containing less than 12 kg non-inflammable, non-toxic liquefied gas.



120 The nickel is precipitated on a carrier and a special activator.

121 This substance when packed in P20a, P24 or P29 requires for safety reasons 
control temperatures below -!-2G°C (see indica,ted control temperatures).
Because of the inlierent safety characteristics of this very dilute dispersion 
the emergency temperature is permitted,-to.- be higher than that allowed by 
table 11.2 in Chapter 11.

122 Trial quantities of nev/ or nev/ formulations of existing organic peroxides in 
consignments not exceeding 500 kg, should be carried only under conditions 
specifically designated by the competent authorities of at least the country 
of origin a,nd the country of destination.

123 This substance is considered dangerous for air and sea transport only.
For air transport, packagings must meet Packing Group I requirements.

124 Substances under this entry should be essentially dangerous to huma,ns or
to humans and animals and for v/hich notification of a public health authority 
is desirable in the event of a spillage.

125 Substances under this entry sliould be essentially dangerous to animals only 
and for which notification of a veterinary authority is desirable in the 
event of a spillage.

126 Sodium percarbonate dihydrate, is considered as гюп-dangerous.

127 Other inert material or inert materia-l mixture ma.y be used at the discretion 
of the competent authority, provided this inert material has identical 
phlegmatizing properties.

128 Full information respecting the schedule and its contents may be found in 
the IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radio-active Materials.

129 Packing Group I, II or III according to grouping criteria for each hazard.

130 Packing Group I or II according to grouping criteria for each hazard.

(2) Amendment

Replace existing special provision 53 by;

"55 These mixtures, if nitric acid content is;

more than 50 per cent, should be placed in Packing Group I and carry a 
subsidiary risk label of Division 5,1;

not inore than 50 per cent, should be placed in Packing Group II and not 
carry a subsidiary risk label."



Replace existing special provision 77 by:

"77 Samples of new or existing Organic peroxides in quantities not exceeding
10 kg per consignment on the condition that they are not more hazardous than 
any organic peroxide already listed. The conditions of transport should be 
approved by the competent authority of the country of origin. The control 
temperature should be in accordance with paragraph 11.5 and subsequent 
relevant paragraphs,"

Replace existing special provision 101 by:

"101 Exempt if containing 60 per cent or more inert inorganic solid and in 
packages containing not more than 100 kg in the v/hole package."

(5) Deletion

Delete special provisions Eos,35» 42, 46, 54, 64, 6 7, 79, SO, 85 and 89.
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SPECIAL RECaf'IEKDATIONS RELATING TO CLASS 1 
(ST/SG/AC.lo/l/Rev.l - Chapter 4)

The Committee adopted e,nnex 5 of document ST/SG/AC,10/C,1/2 for inclusion 
into ST/SG/AC.lo/C.l/R.O/Rev.l, after having made the following changes:

Under "Test series .1", î ead (с);

"(с) A combustion test or a thermal test (e.g. a Koenen test)."

Under "Test series 2", read (c):

"(c) A stability test.",

and decided to send back this document for further study to the next session of 
the Group of Experts on Explosives.

Amendments adopted by the Committee

Paragraph 4.68

IvGplacG the existing deaoripticn cf "Dviootc-rs (gaines)" by:

"Boosters (gaines)

Articles containing a detonating explosive and used to increase the 
initiating povier of detonators or detonating cord (fuse)."

Replace the description of "Explosives, blasting', type B" by:

"Explosives, blasting, type В

Blastirg explosives which are mixtures of amraoniuiii nitrate or other 
inorganic nitrates with explosives such as trinitrotoluene, with or without 
other substances such as wood-meal and aluminium pov/der; or mixtures of 
amnranium nitrate or other inorganic nitrates viith other combustible substances 
which contain no explosive ingredients. These explosives shall not contain 
nitrogljrcorin, similar liquid organic nitrates, or chlorates.

The 'explosive ingredients' are 'explosive substances' as defined 
in pciragraph 1.11."

Figure 4.1

In column "J" insert "1.1 J" opposite Hazard Division "1.1" and insert 
"1.2 J" opposite Hazard Division "1,2".



Figure 4.2
Amend the definitions of Compatibility Groups E and F as follows:

(a) Compatibility Group E. Add at the end of the definition; "(other than 
one containing an inflammable or hypergolic liquid)":

(b) Compatibility Group F. Read; "Article containing secondary detonating 
explosive, with its ovm means of initiation, with a propelling charge (other than 
one containing an inflammable or hypergolic liquid) or vrithout a propelling 
charge".



SPECIAL EECŒMEITOATIONS RELATING TO CLASS 3 
(ST/SG/AC.lO/l/Rev.l - Chapter 5)

Amendments adopted by the.-Committee

Paragraph 5.3

Replace existing text bys

"5,3 Table 1 should be used for the determination of the hazard grouping of a 
liquid that presents a risk due to inflammability. For liquids vihose only hazard 
is inflammability, the packing group for the material is the hazard group shown in 
the table below. For a liquid possessing an additional hazard(s), the hazard group 
determined from table 1 belovi and the hazard group based on the severity of the 
additional hazard(s), should be considered. In such cases, the table of precedence 
of hazard characteristics appearing in paragraph 1.42 should be used to determine 
the correct classification of the liquid. The most severe hazard grouping based on 
the different Imzards of a material should then be the packing group for the 
material.

Table 1

Hazard Grouping based on Inflammability

Packing Group Flash Point (Closed-cup) Initial Boiling Point

I <  25“C ^  35”C
II 25“C >  55°C

III бо.з-’С >  ЗЗ'С

Viscous substances having a flash point below 23“̂С may be placed in Packing 
Group III in conformity with paragraphs 5*5 and 5*6."

Paragraph 5.5

Read title:

"Determination of grouping of inflammable viscous substances vrith a 
flash point of less than 23°C"

Read the end of second line:

",,, with a flash point of less than 23°C,"

Paragraph 5.6

Read beginning of paragraph:

"Viscous inflammable liquids such o-s paints, enamels, varnishes, a^dhesives 
and polishes with a flash point below 23°C are grouped in Group III provides that:"



SPECHL ЕЕСОММЕЗШАТЮНЗ RELATING TO CLASS 6 
(ST/SG/AC.lO/l/Rev.l - Chapter 6)

/ijnendments adopted' by the Conanittee
Replace existing chapter 6 by the following;

"SPECIAL RECOM'IENDATIONS RELATING TO CLASS 6
FART A - DIVISION 6.1 

POISONOUS (TOXIC) AND INFECTIOUS SUBSTANCES

Criteria for defining toxicity
6.1 The substances of Division 6.1 including pesticides have been allocated among 
three groups according to the degree of their toxic hazards in transport.

6.2 In making this grouping, account has been taken of human experience in 
instances of accidental poisoning, and of special properties possessed by any 
individual substance, such as liquid state, high volatility, any special likelihood 
of penetration, and special biological effects.

6.3 In the absence of himan experience the grouping was based on the available 
data from animal experiments. Vhen a substance exhibits a different order of 
toxicity by two or more routes of administration the highest degree of toxicity 
was used in making the allocation.

In the case of inhalation toxicity tliree sets cf criteria, as defined in 
table 6.4 (b) are available. At least data ofLC^oand boiling point should be used 
for assigning a substance to its packing group, l/hen additionally correct data of 
toxic point and vapour concentration at 20“С are available the assignment of 
packing group should be based on agreement between any two of these'techniques. If 
the techniques used give different results the substance'should be placed into the 
hipest indicated hazard group.

6.4 The criteria for the three routes of exposure are as follows;

Table (a) For all toxic substances

Group
Oral toxicity 

(mgAg)

Dermal toxicity
“ 50

(mg/kg)

Inhalation toxicity 
by dusts and mists

“ 50
(mg/l)

I ^  5 ^  40 ^ 0.5

I I  f/ >  5-50 >  40-200 >  0.5-2

III Solids: 50-500 
Liquids; 50-2 ООО

>  200-1 ООО >  2-10

Tear gas substances are included in group II even if the data relating to 
them do not correspond to the values shown.



Table (b) Additional for volatile toxic substances

Group
Criteria based on LC^q and

Toxic point
A

Boiling point 
В

Vapour concentration at 20°С 
С

I <  2.7 ^ 4 . 5 50

II f/ >  2.7-5.9 >4.5-5.7 >  50-500

III >  3.9-5.1 >  5.7-6.9 >  500-5 ООО

Tear gas substances are included in group II even if the data relating to 
them do not correspond to the values shovm.

6,5

(a)

Definitions

LD..̂  for acute oral toxicity— 50---------------------- ^
That dose of the substance administered which is most likely to cause death 

within 14 days in one half of both male and female yoking adult white rats weighing 
about 200-500 grams. The пгдтЬег of animaJs tested shall be sufficient to give s 
statistically significant result and be in conformity with good pharmacological 
practices. The result is expressed in milligrams per kg body vreight.

(b) LD^q for acute dermal toxicity
That dose of the substance vhich, administered by continuous contact for 

24 hours with the bare skin of the rabbit, is most likely to cause death within 
14 days in one half of the animals tested. The пгдгаЬег of animals tested shall be 
sufficient to give a statistically significant result and be in conformity vâth 
good pharmacological practices. The resi.'lt is expressed in milligrams per kg body 
weight.

( ° ) bC|-p for acute toxicity on inhalation
That concentration of vapour, mist or dust which, administered by continuous 

inhalation to both male and female yotmg adult white rats weighing about 
200-500 grams for'one hour, is most likely to cause death within I4 days in one half 
of the animals tested. If the substance is administered to the animals as dust or
mist, more than 90 per cent of the particles available for inhalation in the test
must have a diameter of 10 microns or less, provided that it is reasonably 
foreseeable that such concentrations could be encountered by man dxiring transport. 
The result is expressed in milligrams per litre of air for dusts and mists or in
millilitres per cu.bic metre of air (parts per million) for vapours.

(d) A-complex toxicity criteria, based on the substance's ^nd toxic point (T^)
This is à combined parameter for the degree of the inhalation- toxicity of the

substance, calculated from the equation;

A = Ig LC_ + 0.0018 T50 p
where; T (toxic point) is that temperature of the substance at which its 

saturated vapour concentration is equal to LC^^.

A-complex may be estimated by the use of the nomograph shown.
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(e) B-complex toxicity criteria based on the substance’s and boiling point (BP)
This is a combined parameter for the degree of the inhalation toxicity of the

substance, calculated from the equation;
В = Ig LC^q + 0.0123 BP

B-complex may be estimated by the use of the nomograph shown.

(̂ ) C-Qomplex-toxicity criteria based on the substance's LC^q and volatility
This is a combined parameter for the degree of the inhalation toxicity of the

substance, calculated from the equation;

С
V

where; V is volatility, i.e. the saturated vapour concentration of the toxic 
substance at 20“ С, in ml/га?.

6,6 Substances and preparations used as pesticides
Packing group I; substances and preparations presenting a risk of very severe

poisoning, as specified in table 6.1 .
Packing group II; substances and prepa,rations presenting a risk of severe

poisoning, as specified in table 6.1 .
Packing group III; harmful substances and preparations, as specified in table 6,1.
Notes to packing groups I, II, III
(a) All active substances and their preparations used as pesticides shall be 
classified under packing groups I, II and III in accordance with the criteria 
of 6.4.
(b) If only the LD50 value of the active substance is known and not that of the 
preparations of that active substance, the preparation may be classified under 
packing groups I, II and III, using table 6.1, where the figures shown in the 
columns I, II and III represent the percentage of active pesticide substance in 
the prei)arations.
(c) For substances v/hich are not named in table 6.1, and for which only the LDç._
value of the active substance is knovm and not the LB5Û values of the various
preparations, the classification of a preparation may be determined from the table
in 6.4, using the LD__ value obtained by mioltiplying the value of the active

100  ̂  ̂substance by ~ , x being the percentage of active substance by v/eight,
according to the follov/ing formula;

LD30 value of the preparation - ¡ R v a l u e  of the active substance x 100
percentage of active substance by weight
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(d) The classification according to Notes (b) and (c) above shall not be used 
when the preparations contain additives which affect the toxicity of the active 
substance or when a preparation contains several active substances. In such cases, 
the classification shall be based on the LDcq values of the preparation in question 
according to the criteria of 6.4. If the values are not known, the substance
shall be classified under packing group I. ^
Segregation from foodstuffs

6 .7 Substances marked as or known to be poison (Groups I, II and III) must not be 
carried in the same railvray wagon, lorry, hold of a ship, compartment of an 
aircraft or other conveyance with substances marked as or known to be foodstuffs, 
feeds or other edible substances intended for consumption by humans or animals. 
Relaxations of this position can be allowed for substances of groups II and III 
provided the competent authority is satisfied that the packing and segregation are 
adequate to prevent the contamination of foodstuffs, feeds or other edible 
substances intended for consumption by humans or animals.

Decontamination of conveyances

6.8 A railway wagon, lorry, cargo space of a ship, compartment of an aircraft, or 
other conveyance which has been used to carry substances marked as or known to be 
poison (Groups I, II and III) must before re-use be inspected for contamination.
A railway wagon, lorry, hold of a ship, compartment of an aircraft, or other 
conveyance which has been contaminated must not be returned to service until such 
contamination has been removed.



Table 6.1
Grouping of pesticides according to 

percentages of active substance
The purpose of this list is to show the range of pesticide 

formulations falling within the respective groups according to 
the quantity of active substance.

Иаше I II I]
solid

[I
liquid

AcGphate 100-40
Aldrin 100->75 75-7 75-2
Aldicarb 100->15 15-> 1 l->0 l- > 0
Allethrin 100-50
Allidochlor 10-55 100-55
Aainocarb 100->60 60-6 60-1
Amidotbion 1 0 0 - 3 0

Arsenic Oomcounde .100- > 20 20-2 20-0.5
Asinphos Ethyl 10O->25 25-2 25-0.5
Azinpbosmetlxyl lOO- >20 20-2 20-0.5
Barban 100-50
Bendiocarb 10O->65 65-5 65-1
Bentasone 100-50

Benzoylprop-Ethyl 100-75
Benzulide 100-55
Bnnauinox 100-20 100-5
Binapaciyl 100-25 10Ó-5
Bromophos-Ethyl 100̂ 15 100-5
"Вощу1« 100->60 60-6 60-1
Bromo:iQ*nil 100-55 100-10
Butocaxboxia 100-50 iOO-5
Carbaryl 100-15 100-4
Carbofuran 100->10 1-10 10->0
Carbophenothion 100->20 20-1 20-0.5

Cblcrdane 100-55 100-10
Chlordeeone 100-15 100-4
ChlordiaefoTO 100-50 100-10
ChlordijoefoziB 100-70 100-15
hydrochloride

ChlorfenTlnphos 100->20 20-2 20-0.5
Chloraequat 100-50

Chloraephos 100->15 15-4 1 5 - > 0

Chlorobenzilate 100-55
Chloroplcrin 100-50 .100-10
Chiorophaсinone 100->40 40- >4 4->0 4->0
Chlorthiophos 100->40 40- >5 5->0 ^ > 0
Copper Sulfate 100-60 100-10
Crotoxyphoe 100-25 100-5
СошаасЫог 100-10 100-2
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Каае I II i:
solid

II
liquid

Copper compounds to Ъе classified accor< ing to LD̂ q value
Coumafuiyl 100-80 100-20

Coumajhos 1 0 0 -> 3 0 30-3 30-0 .5

Crimidin 100- >25 2 5 - > 2 2- > 0 2 - > 0

Cioto:^hos 100-15 100-4
Ciufooat 100-90 100-20

Cycloheximidine 100-10 100-3

Cyvuuine 100-35 100-10

2.+-D 100-75 100-15

Sazomst 100-60 100-15
4-DB 100-40 100-10
DDT 100-20 100-5
Demephion 100. > 0 - - -
Demeton-Oi.Keth/1
1; Thiono Isomer 100-35 100-5
2) Thiol Isomer 100-10 100-
Demeton-S-Mettyl 100- >80 30-8 80-2
Demeton-5-Mcthyl 10ft. >50 5ft- >5 5- >0 5- >0
suirozide

Demeton 100-) 30 30- > 3 5- >0 3- >0
2.4-DEP - 100-35

Sesaetiyne . 100-65

Diallate 100-80 100-20
Diallphos 100-10 100-2
Diazlnon 100-15 100-4
1.2-Dlbrom-J- 100-30 100-5
Chlorpropane
Dicamba - 100-50

Dichlorprop - 100-40

Diehlorfluanide - 100-25
Dichlorfenthion lOft.50 100-10
Dichlone - 100-80
Dichlorvoe 10ft->35 35-5 35-5
Dicofol - 100-25
Dicoumarin 100-10 100-2
Dicrotophos 10O->25 25-3 25-0 .5

Dioldrin 1 0 0 .^ 9 0 90-10 90-2

Difcnzoquat 100-90 100-20
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Kame I 11
1]

aolid
:i

liquid

Slaefoz 100-> 20 20->2 2-> 0 2->0

DiMthoats 100-30 100-10
Sloetllan 10O-> 20 20-2 20-5
Siaexan 100-45 100-10
Dinoaab 100-> 40 40-5 40-5
DlToaeb-leatate 100-10 100-3
Sinoterb 1 0 0 -> 5 0 50-5 50-1
Slnoterb-Aeetata 100-10 100-3
Cioxacarb 1,00-10 100-3
Bioxathlon 100->40 40-4 40-1
Binobuton 100-10 100-2
Biquat 100-45 100-10
Biphaclnont 100->15 1 5 - > 0 - -
Biphananid 100-55 100-10

Biaulfoton 100->15 I W 15->0
Bithianon - 100-50

BTOC 100-> 50 50-5 50-1
Bodina (-dcatata) 100-25
Draxoxolon 100-25 100-5
ChlorQTiohot 100-15 100-4
(3 BuTsbaa)
(Bjnofata = Ponophoa 
aaa thara)
Endoaulfan ioo->eo eo-s 80-2

Endothal 100. >75 75-5 75-2
Endothlon 100->45 45-5 45-1
Endrin 100->60 5->0 V>0

EPTC - 100-80
ЕИ1 100->75 75->l5 1VÎ 15-Î
Ethion 100->25 25-2 25-0.5
Ethoata-Ha thpl 100-25 100-5
Ethoprophoa 100->65 65->10 10-5 10-3

5-Ethoxy->-triehlo-
ponethyl-l.Zid-
thiadlaxol

100-50



Naoo 1 I I n
so l Id

I
liq u id

E trld iA znlo 100-50

FrenehloraJIn 10ft->0 10O .>0

F en ltro th lo n 100-45 100-10

Fonoprop - 100-30

Fennutfothlon 100-> 40 4 0 -> 4 4 -> 0 4 -> 0

F«ntli>-Ao»t»te 100-25 100-5

Fentln-U jdroicnle 100-120 100-5

Fenthion 10O-Í0 100-15

Fluor«cet«nid 1 0 0 -> 3 0 5ft-3 30-0,5

Fluoride CoiTOunds 1(»-10 100-J

Formetsnete 100t >40 40-4 40-1

Fom othlon 100-65 100-15

Fonofoe (Dyfonete) 100-> Í0 6 -> 0 6 -> 0

Heptaehlor 10O .>80 80-18 80-2

Im ezalil 100-60 100-15

lo jy n ll 100-20 100-20

laobenzwi 1 0 0 - )5 5 -> 1 0 1 0 -> 0 1 0 - ) 0

Iso d rln 100->10 10-2 1 0 -> 0

Isa lan e 10b->20 г>-г 20-0,5

laonuron - 100-80

Undane lfjO-20 100-5

KalAthlon - 100-50

KCFA 100-35

lil'PD - 100-40

Hrnarbna 30-5 30-0.5

Mecoprop 100-50

Medinetei'he 1 0 0 -) 00 80-8 80-2

H<4))iepfolnn halogen. lu o ->  25 v > 0 5 -> 0

Keruiirlc ci)mf>3un!ln t lO ft.) ?0 ?0 :.> e

Merruiv'un compeuinluj

Ke K.nmnd 1 «* 10О-У» ic o - io
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so lid

[1

liqu id

te th id a th io n :o o -> 4 0 4Í-4 4’0-l

H tthlocerti 100-10 100-5

1 0 0 -> 5 0 5C^5 50- 0.5

Iso th l9e/«n»te 100-55 100-8

H eth y ltr ith io n 100-15 100-4

HevJnfhos 100->60 6 0-> 5 5 -> 0 5 -> 0

Kalogenatcd M reuroiu 100->40 100->10
eoB|iound*
"Kirax" 100-60 100-15

ИоЪаа 100-10 100-5

№ lln a tt - 100-25

Kanocrotophos 1 0 0 -> 2 5 25-5 25-Ó.5

Иэг]4ш1Чи*6 100-65 100-15

Karphothion la  not
■or* prolueod
Hataldanyd* 100-50

КаЪам lOO-BO 100-20

Mal*d 100-50 100-10

a** i ,2  ЫЪга»->-
ChlorpropuM! )
K laotln* 100-10 100-2

Mitrofan - 100-50

Onetnoat* 100-10 100-5

Oxaiqjrl 100->10 10-1 1 0 -> 0

Oxj^oneton-Matt^l 100->90 90-9 90-2

Oigrdinu] futon 1 0 0 -> 70 7CV>5 ^>0

hiraoxun io o ->  55 J V > 5 î - > 0 5 -> 0

H raquat 100->40 40-4 40-4

Para til ion JOO-^4 4 -> 0 - -

Parullil'.'ii-KiiVIU'l lixi-15 i7 - > o

Itinoxal 1 n - JOO-50

Plinte4li)or'¿ill''li'.l 1 0 0 -> 50 50-5 50-1



I l l
Наво I r i

ao lid liq u id

Pnankafton 100-10 100-2

Fhorat* \оо~>го 2 0 -^ 2 2 -> 0 2 -> 0

Fhoaalon* 100-20 100-5

nioaiiet 100-15 100-4
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PART Б - DIVISION 6,2 
DEFINITION OP 'INFECTIOUS SUBSTANCES'

6.9 (a) "Infectious substances" are defined as those substances which are
infectious or are reasonably suspected to be infectious for man or animals.
(b) Animal and human vaccines, including seed strains approved for the 
preparation of live vaccines are regarded as infectious substances only 
if no licence for their manufacture has been issued by the control authority 
of the country in which they were produced,

6.10 In certain cases, some licensed vaccines may present â biohazard only in 
certain parts of the world. In that case national authorities may require these 
vaccines to conform with the requirements for infectious substances or may impose 
other restrictions.

RESPONSIBILITY OP CONSICaiOR OP HÍPECTIOUS SUBSTANCES
CO-ORDINATION
6.11 The shipment of infectious substances requires co-ordinated action by the 
consignor, the carrier and the consignee to ensure safe transport and airival on 
time and in proper condition. To this end, the'measures recommended below should 
be taken:

(a) Advance arrangements between consignor, carrier and consisnee
Despatch of infectious substances should not take place before advance 

arrangements have been made between consignor, carrier and consignee and 
before the consignee has confirmed with his national authorities that the 
substances can legally be imported and that no delay will be incurred in the 
delivery of the consignment to its destination.
(b) Preparation of dispatch docinnents

In order to secure transmission without hindrance it is necessary to 
prepare all transport documents, including the consignor's certificate, as 
shown in figure 1 3.1 , in strict accordance with rules governing the acceptance 
of the materials to be dispatched. If the substance is perishable, warnings 
should appear on an accompanying transport document for instance: "Keep
cool +2/+4®C" or "Keep frozen" or "Do not freeze". The fixll address 6f the 
consignee should be shown on the appropriate transport document, together with 
the name of a responsible person and his telephone number.
(c) Routing

\/hatever the mode of transport used, shipnent should be by the most 
direct routé. If transhipment is necessary, precautions should be taken to 
ensure special care, expeditious handling and monitoring of the substances in 
transit.

The transport documents should show the number of the fli^t or train, 
its date and the name(s) of the airport(s) or station(s) of transhipment.



(d) Timely notification of all transportation data by shipper to consignee
The consignor should notify the consignee in advance of shipping details, 

such as means of transport, flight or train number(s), consignment document 
number and date and hour of expected arrival at the point of destination so 
that the consignment can be collected promptly. The most rapid means of 
communication should be used for this notification.

PACKING
6Л2 Consignors of infectious substances should ensure that packages are prepared 
in such a manner that they arrive at their destination in good condition and 
present no hazard to persons or animals during conveyance. The packaging should 
include the following essential elements:

(a) An inner packaging comprising:
(i) a watertight primary receptacle;
(ii) a liaterti^t secondary packaging;

(iii) absorbent material placed between the primary receptacle and the 
secondary packaging. 1È several primary receptacles sire placed in a 
single secondary packaging, they should be wrapped individually so as to 
prevent contact between them. The absorbent material, such as cotton 
wool, should be in sufficient quantity to absorb the entire contents of 
the primary receptacles. A non-hygroscopic substance which does not 
evaporate under shipping conditions should be added to inactivate the 
infectious substances in case of accidental spillage.

Inner packages containing infectious substances should not be 
consolidated with other inner packages.

(b) An outer packaging of sufficient strength to pass the performance tests 
provided for in paragraph 6Л2, The smallest over-all external dimension of 
packagings used for frei^t shipments shall be at least 10 cm.

Apart from exceptional consignments, such as whole organs, reqidring 
special packaging, infectious substances should be packed according to the 
following guidelines:
Lyophilized substances

Primary receptacles include flame-scaled glass ampoules or 
rubber-stoppered glass vials fitted with metal seals.
Liquid or solid substances
(a) Substances shipped at ambient temperature or a higher temperature

Primary receptacles may be of glass, metal or plastics. Positive means 
of ensuring a leak-proof seal should be provided such as a heat seal, a 
skirted stopper or a metal crimp seal. If screw caps are used these should 
be reinforced with adhesive tape.



(b) Substances shipped refrigerated or frozen (v/et ice, prefrozen packs. 
dry ice)

Primary receptacles closed by screw caps should not be used. Ice or dry 
ice should be placed outside the secondary packaging(e V. Interior supports
should be provided to secure the secondary packaging(s) in the original 
position after the ice or dry ice has been dissipated. If ice is used, the 
packaging should be^leak-proof. If dry ice is used, the outer packaging 
should permit the release of carbon dioxide gas.

(c) Substances shipped in liquid nitrogen

The primary receptacles should be heat sealed and, instead of being made 
of glass, should be of plastics capable of withstanding v e ry low temperatures. 
The secondary packaging should also be capable of withstanding very low 
temperatures and in most cases will need to be fitted over individual primary 
receptacles. Requirements for shipment of liquid nitrogen should also be 
observed.

V/hatever the intended temperature of shipment, the primary and secondary 
packaging used for infectious stibstances should be capable of withstanding a 
pressure reduction of up to 0.25 atmosphere and temperatures in the range of 
-40“C to +55°C.

Infected animals

Live vertebrate or invertebrate animals should not be used for the 
transport of an infectious agent unless the agent cannot be shipped by any 
other means. Infected animais should be consigned in germ-tight packaging 
such as that used for the transport of germ-free animals. The consignment 
should be declared and labelled as "Live animal" and as "Infectious substance",

T/hen an empty receptacle is to be returned to the consignor it should be 
properly disinfected or sterilized before shipment. All labels ("Live Animal" 
and "Infectious Substance" labels) s' ould be obliterated.

TEST PROCEDURES POR PACKAGINGS

6 .1 3  In addition to the general provisions of paragraphs 9ЛЗ to 9.34 (except 9.52) 
at least one sample of each type of packaging (including inner packaging filled 
with water, except in the case of cages for live animals where a v/eight equivalent 
to that of the animals should be vised) should be subjected to the cumulative 
effects of the free drop test, and of eithei’ puncture test A or puncture test B, as
applicable. The package should be exposed to a v/ater spray heavy enough to keep
its entire exposed surface (except the bottom) continuously wet during a period of
30 minutes prior to being subjected to the tests.

(a) Free drop test

(i) Packages exempted from this test 
None

(ii) Size of sample
Five packages (one for each drop)

(iii) Target
The target should be a rigid, smooth, flat and horizontal surface.



(iv) Height of drop 
Nine metres

(v) Point of impact
The test should consist of five drops:

First drop flat drop on bottom of package;
Second drop flat drop on top of package;
Third drop flat drop on one long side of package;
Fourth drop flat drop on one short side of package;
Fifth dron on the shortest edge of the package.

(vi) Criteria for passing the test successf-jlly
There shovild be no leakage from the inner packagings.

(b) Penetration test A
(i) Packages exempted from this test

Packages exceeding 7 Icilogrammes gross v/eight

(ii) Size of sample
Pour packages (one for each penetration)

(iii) Method
Impact of the hemispherical end of a steel cylinder 3.2 cm in 
diameter and vreigMng 7 kg» dropped from a point 1 metre above 
tlie package so that the end of the cylinder hits the target side 
of the pankage. The. long axis of the cylinder munt be 
perpendicixlar to the impacted svirface.

(iv) Target
There are four target surfaces of the package:

Target one the bottom of the package;
Target two tlie top of the package;
Target three the longest side of the package;
Target four the shortest side of the package.

In each case the impact should be approximately at the centre 
of the target surface.

(v) Criteria for passing the test successfully
There should bê  no leakage from the inner packagings.

(c) Penetration test В
(i) Packages exempted from the test

Packages of less than 7 kilogrammes gross weight

(ii) Size of sample
Pour packages (one for each penetration)
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(iii) Method
A free drop of the seinple pcckage on to the top end of a solid 
cylindricfl box of mild steel set vertically on сл myielding 
surface. The bar should be 3 .З cm in diameter, and its top end 
should be horizontal, v/ith the edgë rounded to a radivis not 
exceeding 6 mm. The height of the bar should be not less than
the distance botvreen the inner packaging and tlie outer surface
of the package being tested, and in any case not less than 20 cm.
The long axis of the bar should be at right angles to the
horizontal surface of the package. The latter should be dropped 
from a, height of one metre.

(iv) Target
There are fo\nr target sides of the package:

Target one the top of the package;
Target tvfo the bottom of the package;
Target three the longest side of the package;
Target four the sliortost side of the package.

In each case, the impact should be approximately at the centre 
of the target surface.

(v) Criteria for passing the test successfully
There should be no lealcage from the inner packagings.

COMMUNICATION OP INFORMATION

6.14 Informa,tion should be provided as folloxis;

(a) Inside the package

An itemized list of contents should be enclosed between the secondajry 
packaging and the outer packaging.

(b'' Outsido the package

The label for Division 6.2 shovm in Chapter 1 3, paragraph 13.14, should 
be placed on the outside of the outer packaging, as well as any other 
label required by the nature of the package.

RESPONSIBILITY OF CARRIER

6.15 Carriers and their staff should fvilly understand all applicable regulations 
for the packing, labelling, shiprnent and documentation of consignments of 
infectious substances. The carrier should accept .and expedite the transport of 
consignments conforming to the rules in force. If the carrier finds алу error in 
the labelling or documentation, he should immediately notify the consignor or 
consignee so that the appropriate corroetive measures may be taJcen.

RESPONSIBILITY OP CONSIGNEE

6.16 It is the responsibility of the consignee to obtain from the national 
authorities the necessary licence for the import of infectious яиЬ81алсе8. The 
consignee must also provide to the consignor any import licences, au.thoriza,tions



or other documents required by his national axvthorities. Upon receipt of Icnovim or 
suspected high-risk iiafoctious substcaices of human or animal origin, the consignee 
should imraedirtoly aclcnov/ledge receipt to the consignor by the most rapid means of 
communication available to Mm.

The consignee should have a suiitably equipped an,d adequately staffed 
receiving area. All incoming consignments of infectious substances should be 
unpacked in are an designated for tMs purpose and under conditions of containment 
commensurate with the degree of danger presented by the infectious substances.
A record shall be kept of the receipt of all substances.

ACTION TO BE TAKEN IN THE EVENT OP ВШ1АСЕ OR LEAKAGE

6 .17 If any person responsible for the carriage or opening of packages containing 
infectious substances becomes ад/аге of damage to or leakage from such a paoksige, 
he should:

(a) avoid handling the package or keep handling to a minimun;

(b) inspect adjacent packa;gos for contamination and put aside any that 
may have been contaminated;

(c) inform the appropriate public health authority or veterinary authority, 
and provide information on any other countries of transit where persons 
may have been exposed to danger;

(d) notify the consignor and/or the consignee.

INTERNATIONAL NOTIFICATION

6.18 A public health or veterinary authority to v/Mch actual or suspected leaJcage 
from or damage to a package is reported should notify the authorities of any 
countries in which the package may haive been handled, including countries of 
transit."



SPECIAL PJSCOIflEiroATIOiiS ГЛЬЛТШО TO CLASS 7 
<ST/SG/AC.1.0/i/1:v .1 - Chapter ?) '

Amendments adopted Ъу thê  Cotíanittee

Paragraph 7.4

Amend the existing text (Orange book), as folloiís;
7.4. A full list of radioactive nuclides is included in the IAEA "Regulations 
for the safe transport of Radioactive Materials."



GEi'JEPJiL nSCOlflEiroAT’IOIiS ON PACIŒNG 
(Gï/SG/AC.lO/l/Rev.l - Chapter 9)

Amendments adopted by the-Coniraittee

Paragraph 9.54

Replace and", at..the end of. the paragraph, by a full stop. Ado a nev; 
paragraph after (f);

"Eveiy re-usable packaging liable to midergo a reconditioning process which 
might obliterate the packaging markings shall bear the marks indicated 'in 
paragraph 9.54 (a), (b), (c) and (d) in a permanent form (e.g. embossed) able to 
vrithstand the reconditioning process,".

Paragraph 9.54.1.

Add to the end of paragraph;

"For metal receptacles requiring embossment, the letters UlT may be applied 
in place of the symbol".

Replace existing text by:

"9.34.2 After reconditioning a packaging the reconditioner shall apply to it, 
near the permanent marks required by .paragraph 9.54» a nark specifying;

(g) the name of the State in v/hose territory reconditioning v;as 
carried out (the distinguishing sign of vehicles in international
traffic and the initials ■ f the competent ai;'.;hority shall be
accepted);

(h) the name or sjinbol of the reconditioner;
(i) the yoax of reconditioning; and.
(j) in the case of a i>ackaging subject to a lealiage test, the 

symbol "П",

Рага^гатДг 9.34.5.

Read ;

"Examples of markings:

for a NEV/ packaging:

lAl/ïl.4/76 (as in 9.34 (a), (b), (c) and (d)),
IÍL/VL123 (as in 9.54 (e) and (f));

for a RECOHDmOHED packaging:

1А1Д1.4/76 (as in 9.34 (a), (b), (c) and (d)).
NL/RB/77A (as in 9.34.2 (g), (h), (i) and (j))."
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Paragraphs.9.43. 9.49, 9.53. 9.50. 9.63. 9.6?. 9.79. 9.09. 9.95. 9.101. 9.109. 
9.129. and 9.137 should read

''Method of testing

"... Packages should he capable of withstanding.fcr a period of 24 hours a
superimposed weight placed on a flat surface resting on the top of the
pacicage and equivalent to the total weight of identical packages which 
could he stacked on it during the transport. The minimura stacking height 
should, be 5 ra."

Paragraph 9.90

Replace the second sentence by the follovring;

"The water-resistance of the outer surface shall be such that the increase 
in vreight, as determined in a test carried, out over a period of 30 minutes by^ 
the Cobb method of determining water absorption, is not greater than 155 й/cm -
see IGO International Gtandard 555 - 1976 Ie ).".

Paragraph '9.101

Delete the sentence; "Iloviever, for .sea .transport, ... is 8 m.".

Paragraph 9.105

Under sub-section "Method of testing", delete last sentence, starting with 
"However'... .".

Paragraph 9.113

Read;

"5Ы1С - The bag should be rendered 30 ifaterproof as to prevent all entry of 
moisture, by means of;

Separate inner liners of 3fatorproof paper (e.g. v/axed kraft, kraft uj.iion 
or polyethylene-coated kraft); polyethylene film bonded to the inner or 
outer surface.; or separate inner liner(s) of plastics. Maximura 
net weight; 50 kg,"
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;\iinox 10

OPECIAI, KGCOIÍÜEIIDATIOIÍS ON PACKING POT: DIVISION 5.2 
(ЗТ/осДсЛОД/РеуЛ - Chapter 11)

Ainendments adorted by the Coivmittee

Anend title of second section as follovrs:

"Teraperature conti'ol requireracnts"

Paragraph 11Л 0

Piaplace existing parr-graph by;

"11Л 0  The control temperature is the maximun température at vrhich an organic 
peroxide can be safely transported during a prolonged period of time. The control 
temperature is derived from the self-accolerating decomposition temperature (С/ШТ) 
as follov/s! ' '

Table 11Л

PADT Control temperarure

A 20°C or less 
В over 20“C to 35“C 
С over 55°C

Deduct 20“C from 31Ш 

Deduct 15°C from SjTDT 
Deduct 10“C from 3ADT

The Г"'.Р for organic peroxides is to be determined by conducting the tests vdth 
with 5°C intervals."

Paragraph 11.11

Puead first sentence:

"11Л1 ' The SADT is defined for the purpose of organic peroxides as the 
lowest temperature at which self-accelerating decomposition may occur in the 
package used in transport."

Paragra.ph 11.15

Piead first line;

"11Л З  The rempera-ture of those organic peroxides for v/hich no control , . 
temper8,ture .., ".

Paragraph 11Л 4

Read first line:

"1 1 .1 4 The organic peroxides for v/hich a control temperature is indicated 
should be .



Paragraph 11.16 

Puead :

"11.16 Liquid air or liquiâ ©xygen must not be used as a refrigerant.
The refrigeration temperature must be selected so as to avoid aiv dangerous 
separation of phases."

Add the three new following paragraphs after paragraph 11.16'.

"1 1 .1 7 If during transport the control temperature is exceeded гл alert 
procedure has to be started involving repair of the refrigeration machinery 
or an increase in the cooling capacity (e.g. by adding liquid or solid 
refrigerants), preparation of a disposal procedure for the product and a 
temperature check at close intervals.

11.18 If the emergency temperature is reached energencj'" procedures 
(e.g. disposal of the organic peroxide) have to be stai-ted.

11 .1 9 The emergency temperature сал be derived from the control temperature 
as follows;

Table. 1L..2

Control temperature Emergency tem-perature

0°C or less 

over O'C

Add 10°С to the control 
temperature
Add 5“C to the control 
temperature

PLenumber the existing paragraphs 1 1 .1 7 "bo 11.33 to read 11,20 to 11.36.

Paragraph 11.36

Add under heading "List of packagings":

"(see also paragraph 11.20)"

Reverse the order of listing of packaging numbers Pic and Plcl 
(Plc becoming Pld, and Pld becoming Pic),

Add ne\'j packaging number under Plhî

"Pli Plastics bottles, jars, bags or boxes packed in a fibreboard
box, fibreboard drum, plywood drum or wooden box...   500 g 1 kg"

Delete packaging numbers P2b and P5.

Read figure in fourth column in regard of packaging number Р2бЪ: "220 1".

Amend description of packaging number P27 to read:



jjnencl P27 as follows;

"P27 Tanlc-vragonc, taniz-loi'riesî .'rTÿib tanlcs should Ъе тз-de of aluminium 
of at least 99*5 Pci’ cent puri-t̂ '-çr of steel, the compatibility 
of the latter to be certified competent authority. To
prevent the tanJ.: burst^ing in snyi%ent, including fire engulfraent, 
it should be provided with pressure relief devices vrhich are 
adequate in rela,tion to the capacity of the tanlî and to the na-ture 
of the product carried. ' Q?he devices must also be conimtible \;ith 
the product."

Add new paragraph P29î

"P29 Plastics contai.ner in a steel frame. Design and 
construction to bo certified by the ccnpetent
authority...............................   - 1000 1"


